VERBATIM RESPONSE DOCUMENT
SMALL GROUP WORK ACTIVITY

SESSION (CES) #3

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 23, 2016

ACTIVITY
TASK #1: REVIEW & EVALUATE OPTIONS
Eight Facility Options were presented for the Vision 202 participants’
consideration. As a small group, reflect on the presentation details about
each option. Discuss and record the group’s thoughts regarding the
Advantages and Concerns, additional questions and/or feedback to be
considered for each of the group’s preferred options.

Option A

Table #

1

2
3
4-16

17

18

Advantages

Concerns

*Financially advantageous due
to remodel (sensible)
*Tate extension!  (less
educational impact)
*True primary & intermediate
No Responses
Probably least expensive short
term
No Responses
*Keep what we have and make
it better
*PK-2 in one bldg. without
rebuilding
*Keep the nostalgia of the
buildings
*Parking in Wilde in future
*Keep Wilde Field
*More pkg. Tate/Schiesher & JH

Impacts education at SES during
construction

Additional Questions

Additional Feedback

How many families drive
between SES & TW (not bussed)

*As long as K is in primary, we
like the 2-building option
*New Jr. High pick-up/drop off is
great!

*What does this option change
on the inside of Tate?
*Where are the different grades
located?

Like rebuild of option B (Tate
Woods) w/ renovation of
Schiesher in A. Could this be
considered?

Renewing already poor
buildings
*Set up would be awkward-may
not flow well because it would
be pieced together.

*Renovations to 2 existing
buildings would be very
disruptive
*Gas line easement part of Tate
is already on easement
*Would need to be able to
purchase lots adjacent to add
on?
*Are the easement lines correct?
*Playground right next to pkg. in
back of school
*Accessibility

Keep Option A w/ Option B
Build Tate on existing site?

Option B

Table #
1

Advantages

Concerns

Additional Questions

*Less impact on education
*Intimacy
*True primary & intermediate

Far away between TW &
Meadows

Could TW just be renovated to
save $?

*Nice new builds
*Keep smaller schools
*Keeping traffic low
No Responses
No Responses
*Transition to Meadows without
disruption
*Transportation to go home
No Responses
*2 new buildings
*Smaller populations are
preserved
*Tate has two playgrounds &
Meadows
*Like that cars are routed
differently than buses (Schwartz
AND Devon)
*Like two parking areas at
Meadows
*Like adjacent playgrounds at
Meadows
*Like bus lane at Meadows
*”E” shaped Meadows bldg.
provides for lots of natural lights
*Utilizing the Meadows
*More vehicle access
*Green space at Meadows

A lot of parking at Meadows

Will there be heavier traffic on
59th Street than South?
*Police/D.A.R.E. in Meadows?

Additional Feedback

2
3
4
5
6
7-8

9

10

Add lights to Wilde Field

Two sets of staff-maintenance
and staff

At Tate-playground access is
across drive/car area
*Playground is behind Meadows
won’t get as much after-school
play time OR is there a safety
concern after hours because of
restricted street visibility?

We like Wilde Field shifting…but
does it need to move if parking
is no longer used for Schiesher
and could be overflow for the
JH?

*Renovate Tate instead of
teardown and rebuild
*Parent pick up-schools further

apart
11-16

17

18

No Responses
*Tate Woods-New buildingsprovides a new layout
*Would be more complete
*Would be a new-state of the
art building
*Build Meadows before closing
Schiesher
*Parking N of Wilde in the future
*Kids in Meadows can walk to
school

*Far SE corner of school
boundaries
*Tate is landlocked by Hwy-far
from center of district

Meadows is furthest South East
corner of Lisle commute to it.

Build new Tate remodel
Schiesher?

Option C

Table #

1

2

3

4

Advantages

Concerns

*Travel is shorter for
parents/staff
*Intimacy
*True primary & intermediate

*Far from north side families
and Lisle community
*Police vs. Sheriffunincorporated

*Eliminating two transitions
*Layout for traffic pattern
*Utilizing Meadows propertygood for community
*Wilde field stays
*Improved entrance for
Schiesher

*Still maintaining 4 facilities
(versus 3)
*Too many transitions
*Long ride (location distance)
from one end of town to the
other

*Like using Meadows &
Schiesher
*Keeping Wilde Field
*New buildings
*Keep schools small
*School in close proximityshare resources and partner,
etc.
*Small school size
*Keeps Wilde Field
*New buildings for 2 schools
*Access to Kingston &
Jonquil/Center

Transition of students during
process

*Kingston Rd. Congestion for
school, events, train station,
etc.
*Still split schools

Additional Questions
*Is there an option for PK-2 at
SES and 3-5 @ Meadows due
to acreage.
*How many families actually
travel between two schools?
(Driving?)
*Will PK be offered to every
population not just at-risk?
What will become of Tate
Woods property?

Police/D.A.R.E. in Meadows?

Additional Feedback
If the option is one school at
SES (PK-5), or two smaller
schools, we’d take this.

*Permeable paving
*Natural lighting
*Renewable energy
*New Madrid Fault Line
*Keeping 3-5 at Schiesher will
make it easier and more
comfortable to transition to
JH, across the street for 6-8
Add lights to Wilde Field

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

*Centrally located without
being on top of each
*Drop/off-P/U-SES & Meadow
easier
*SES & JH could still share:
field, parking, additional
parking; stage, etc.
*Not buying property
*Parking
*No disruption in learning
*Smaller (# and size of
school)
*Level of independence at
younger grade levels
*New building-Meadows
*Keep Wilde Field
*New building-Schiesher
*More centrally located
*Less traffic

*Love new Schiesher
entrance
*Smaller building is in the
Meadows, which is a bonus
(in terms of traffic) for the
neighborhood
No Responses
*Parent pick-up would be
easier at the two schools
rather than at TW
*New building for SES
*Wouldn’t have to displace
TW students while building at
Meadows

*Still have four
locations/schools
*Maintain upkeep
*Building two brand new
buildings

What will TW be used for?

Time during build-where will
students go?
*2nd to 3rd transition
*Cross grade level
collaboration
*Disruption during
construction
*Still 4 buildings
(Inconvenience for parents
same)
*Outdoor area may not be
sufficient for all activities
*Doesn’t solve travelling for
teachers/administrators

*If we need to keep separate
buildings this is the layout that
we preferred.
*Moving PreK-2 to the
Meadows would be a better
location and layout-More
land
*Overall we prefer a PreK-5
building

12

13
14
15

16

17

18

*Keeping Wilde Field
*Less transitions
*Proximity
*Parking at Meadows
*Spreads out flow of traffic in
neighborhoods
*Keep small community feel
*Increase parking
*Catering more to size of
students
*Less traffic
No Responses
No Responses
*Least amount of
educational disruption during
construction
*Tate Woods concerns are
gone (Address: Interstate
closeness, lack of land for
students, safety concerns)
*Brand new buildings will be
awesome!
*Two elementary buildings
keep that “small building with
peers” feeling
*Build site at Meadows
before students move out
*Parking N of Wilde in future
*Kids in Meadows can walk to
school
*New! Updated!
*Like location of playground
away from Kingston
*Keep Wilde Field

*Schiesher renovations
impact students during
school year
*What happens to Tate
Woods?

What would happen with
police/fire at Meadows?

Separation of schools

How do “specials” teachers
get combined?

*Still have an extra transition
for elementary students.
*Parents still need to shuffle
kids between schools

*Meadows is furthest South
East corner of Lisle
*High tension wires

*How many parking spots to
accommodate staff/parents
for programs, conferences,
etc.

Option D

Table #

Advantages

Concerns

Additional Questions

Additional Feedback

1
2
Nice campus feel

*Losing Wilde Field
*What happens with
Schiesher property?

*Campus feel for 3-8th grade
*School can still operate
during construction

*Building two brand new
buildings
*Congested-on same side,
traffic
*Enough parking? If events at
two
*Buildings at same time

3
4

5

6-16

No Responses

17
18

Three streets to ease
congestion of drop off, etc.

*Loss of Wilde Field
*Lack of playground facility
*Meadows is furthest South
East corner of Lisle
*High tension wires

Where would Wilde Field go?

TW & SES are open property

Option E

Table #
1-13
14
15-16
17

18

Advantages

Concerns

No Responses
*Collaboration
*Shared staff
*Logical phasing plan
*Keep school size similar to
current
No Responses

Additional Questions
*Cost (capital,
operation/admin)
*Traffic
*Wilde Field

Loss of Wilde Field
*Would increase flooding for
houses behind baseball fields
(South)
*Removes Wilde Field
*Less parking
*Congestion on Kingston w/ 2
schools drop off’s emptying
onto it at same time

Additional Feedback

Option F

Table #

Advantages

Concerns

Additional Questions

Additional Feedback

1

2

3

*Less transitions
*Campus feel
*Leaves Wilde Field in same
location
*Improved traffic patterns
(SES)
*Parking improved
*K-5 students all in 1 place
(less transitions)
*All new facilities-low
maintenance
*Collaboration w/teachers
across all levels
*Teachers being able to
follow students through all
elementary grades
*All schools centrally located
(center of town)
*Does away with Tate Woods
and its unsafe proximity to
NICOR GAS utilities
*PK-5 all in one place
*Keeping Wilde Field location
*Campus feel
*Good parking

*Increased traffic down
Kingston
*Older/younger students on
same bus

Traffic with so many

*Can the Meadows be
utilized for classes during
reconstruction at Schiesher?
*If Meadows is not big
enough to allow the above,
Can mobile classrooms be
used?
*What are the proposed
financial savings that will be
achieved by going to three
locations instead of four?
*What is the estimated
construction time frame for
this Option?
*(Tate Woods=1.7m &
Schiesher=3.2m = 4.9m for
repairs) Wouldn’t it be more
prudent to spend those funds
on a new building?

*New Schiesher building has
much improved entry way
and office location.
*State of the art technology
built in to new building.
*New building would
incorporate renewable
energy, natural lighting,
improved security, better
traffic flow, less admin.
Expenses and less
maintenance

Add LIGHTS to WILDE FIELD!!


4

5
6

7
8

9

10

11

*One administrative team
*K-5 vertical curriculum
alignment
*One building for PreK-5
*One campus
*New building
*Keep Wilde Field
*Two playgrounds
No Responses
*Separate shared resources
*Centrally located in District
*Lots of parking
*PK-5 one building
*Easier maintenance/upkeep
*No transition
*Grade interaction
*Maintain Wilde location
No Responses
*Collaboration between staff
and on curriculum
*Shared culture/ campus feel
*That older grades can
mentor younger
*Fewer transitions
*Efficiency gains-buses
needed are down, lower
energy costs
*One building
*One campus
*Separate playgrounds
*PreK-5 in one building
centralized
*Keep location of Wilde Field
intact
*Central Lisle location

Massive traffic at Schiesher &
Jr. High

*What happens with the
Meadows?
*What happens to Tate
Woods? (Maybe district
office)

*Parent pick up and drop offhow will that work?
*Where students will go while
building?

Shift of Wilde Field South
(A,B,C,D,G) Will new parking
be one or two ways?

Speedbumps! Could be lots
of traffic.

Small School Feel-School
Principals

*Is there actually enough
parking?
*Safety at recess-would there
be too many kinds on
playground at one time?
*Is one entrance for all bus
riders sufficient?

*One building
*Traffic/congestion
*Two stories-little kids going
up and down stairs
*700+ kids in one buildingtraffic
*Where would Schiesher kids
go during construction?
*So much traffic with the JH

*Handicapped accessible
playground spaces
*Is there a way to provide
parent drop-offs that are
separate for those that are
drop-and-go (older children)
and parents that need to
unbuckle and assist (younger
children) and cause “traffic
jams” if there are drop and
go parents behind them…..
*For a large school, electives
such as Art and Music, would
there be two art rooms and 2
music rooms?
What happens to TW
property? & Meadows?

Did not pick options that
involved the relocation of
Wilde Field-Too many
unknowns to make a good
decision

Campus feeling

12

13

14

15

16

17

*Having all faculty & staff
together
*K-5 learning and being role
models
*Using 2 of 4 properties as
opposed to 3 of 4
*One administration
*Whole elementary school
spirit
*Increase parking
*Keep Wilde Field to better
parking
*Good traffic flow
*Less transitions

*More cost effective than E
(capital and operating)
*Consolidate under one roof
*Busing costs
*Central location in Lisle
*Collaboration amongst
grades
*Cost of maintaining only one
building
*Bus routes decreased
*Centralized location for PK-8
*”School within a school”
*Separate playground areas
for older and younger
students
*Ability to pair older and
younger kids for learning
*Shared resources to save
energy costs
*Parking lot at Schiesher and

and elementary so close
together
*How would shared space be
accessible to learners?
*Losing the small community
feel w/ a larger building

*Appropriate sizes of furniture
and sizes
*Shared resources (LRC,
lunchroom)
*Schedules
*Where will kids go during
construction?
*How do you phase this plan
in?
*Parking/phased dismissal
*Increased student body at
K-5
*Logistics with constructing
building at existing school
*Playground on main streetsecurity concern
*One entrance (street)

*Where are “specials” rooms:
LRC, Art, Music?
*What could be done with
Kingston?
*”Gate” it closed during
school hours

*Amount of GreenSpace-will
SES plot be enough to meet
needs and cause least amt.
of impact of neighborhood
*School is close to parking lot
*Congestion of all those
students
*What do we do with the kids
at Schiesher during
construction?

*Are there going to be
multiple gyms, lunchrooms,
art room, music rooms, etc.

Cost?

*What happens to Meadows
and Tate?
*Administrative offices go
where? Additional expense?

18

bus entrance is really
important
*Parking lot North of Wilde
*Keep Wilde Field
*Synergy is at one building
while maintaining separate
environments for PreK-2/3-5
*2 separate playgrounds
*More centrally located to all
residents
*More kids have access to
Wilde Field

*Is there enough parking?
*Bus drop off location-all
grades entering same
location? Not good/where
would they enter?

How many parking spots to
accommodate staff/parents
for programs, conferences,
etc.

*Could we have Option
C/Schiesher for main
entrance/bus drop off
*Could we have more of
layout for Option C and add
the 2 story from Option F

Option G

Table #

Advantages
Less travel for parents

1

2

3

4

5

*Good for community to
utilize property
*JH traffic flow
*Don’t lose Wilde Field
*K-5 Ss in 1 place (less
transitions)
*Collaboration across grade
levels in 1 place
*Teachers follow Ss across
their elementary career
*New facilities-low
maintenance
*Does away with Tate Woods
and its proximity to the Nicor
Gas lines (safety)
No Responses
*One building for PreK-5
*One campus
*New building
*Keep Wilde Field
*Two playgrounds-age
appropriate
*One construction versus 2
*School can continue during

Concerns
*Behavior 5 – K on buses
*Lose intimacy feel
*Far from Lisle community
*Same concern of
unincorporated area
*Significant increase in
neighborhood traffic
*Campus feel will not be
*Older/younger Ss riding bus
together
*Located far from Beau Bien
(NW corner of lisle) (long bus
ride)
*Located in unincorporated
Lisle

Additional Questions

Who handles emergency
situations (fire and police) or
(Sheriff and Lisle)?
*Would there end up being
additional busing expenses
due to more students living
farther away?
*Why not a K-8 option?

*Traffic pattern in the
Meadows for a PreK-5
building
*Traffic signs “No turn” off of
Rt. 53 to Meadows
*Enough parking at
Meadows?

*What are the shared spaces
i.e. art, gym, café?

Additional Feedback

This option will allow current
schools to not be interrupted

construction
*Uniting PreK-5

100% Build with “0” disruption
6

7

8

9
10

11

*No education disruption
*Easier maintenance/upkeep
*PK-5 One building
*No transition
*Grade interaction
*Maintain Wilde location
*Wilde Field stays
*Separate schools within the
school
*Safe traffic option
*County vs. Lisle zoning
*Less transition for students
*Easier for parents to
coordinate schedules/transp.
*Interaction among grade
levels when needed
*Largest elementary school
site
*Less/no disruption during
construction
*Easier “sell” to taxpayers
*Good play space
No Responses
*No displacement during
construction
*Easy vehicle access
*Good location
*PreK-5 in one building
*Separate parking lot
*Students would not need to

*Loss of access of track for
elementary students
*Traffic in Meadows
*Shared spaces-will they be
big enough?
*Buses – so many ages on
buses
*Same lunches or different
times?
*Limited parking
*Far corner of district

*Distance from other schools
*Large playground
*Ravine at back (east) of
property
*700 kids in one buildingtraffic

*Will Lisle PD service us,
Meadows in unincorporated?

*Small school feel-school
principals
*Lisle FD/PD v. Co. Sheriff

*How elementary school
administration would work?
*Where will district offices go?

*Follow Lisle Park District
model for District office
space; 1925 Ohio Street

*For a large school, electives
such as Art & Music would
there be two art rooms and
two music rooms?
What happens with TW and
Schiesher buildings

Lisle PD vs. Sheriff

We did not pick any options
that involved the relocation
of Wilde Field-Too many

12

13

14

15

be relocated during
construction
Separate bus/car drop off &
pickup
*Having all faculty and staff
together
*K-5 learning and having
options for role models
*Schiesher becoming district
office
*Using 2 of 4 properties as
opposed to 3 or 4
*One administration
*Whole elementary school
spirit
*Doesn’t affect instruction as
it’s happening
*Multiple street access points
*Build w/o affecting kids
*Layout looks like it makes
sense
*Better parking
*Proximity to pool

*Cost effective
*Logical phasing plan
(students not impacted)
*Busing costs
*Both playgrounds in backsafer
*3 entrance roads
*2 parking lots-2 parent dropoffs
*Collaboration amongst
grades
*No logistics issues while
constructing new building

unknowns or unanswered
questions
*How would shared spaces
be accessible to learners and
set-up
*Losing the small community
feel w/ a larger building
*No access to Wilde Field

*Would the whole student
body be able to fit in one
auditorium/gym?
*New traffic flow in the
Meadows?
*What would happen with
police/fire?

Similar concerns with Option
F. Logistics of schedules and
spaces

*What does ADA look like in
any building?
*Are we expanding PreK?
(a)Will there be space for
them
(b)Will their schedule include
specials?

From F:
*Appropriate sizes of furniture and
sizes
*Shared resources (LRC, lunchroom)
*Schedules
*Where will kids go during
construction?

*Safety (Sheriff’s Office)
*Increased student body at
K-5
Southside of Lisle – not central

*Cost
*Police jurisdiction for
emergencies and DARE
program
*What would happen with
old building?
*What would happen with
district office?

16

17

18

*More students able to walk
to school from Meadows
*Doesn’t interrupt field
*Overall cost of maintaining
less with few buildings
*PK-5 together in one
location
*Easier for parents w/ multiple
students in multiple buildings

*One campus
*Shared resources
*Lot North
*Minimal education
disruption

*3 streets to ease congestion
of drop off, etc.
*Brand New School
*Synergies of 1 school–PreK-5
*Can make it what we wantnot limited to existing building
*Least disruption to schools,
they wouldn’t need to be
displaced for construction

*Deeply embedded into the
subdivision. May be difficult
to maneuver w/ that many
students
*Electrical magnetic waves
from power system
*Not centrally located
*Outdoor space for PE
*Is that enough parking for
that size of school?
*Where do families park
when there is an event at the
school?
*High tension wires
*Meadows is furthest
Southeast corner of Lisle
*The property is on a hillwould there be
underground/basement
classrooms
*Length of bus ride at
North/West sides of town

How many parking spots to
accommodate staff/parents
for programs, conferences,
etc.

Option H

Table #
1-12

13

14

15

16
17

Advantages
No Responses
*Not interrupt class
*Shared campus area
*Increased parking
*If we move Wilde Field to
LockFormer site, easy traffic
flow to it

No Responses
*Campus feel
*No logistics issues while
constructing new building
*Collaboration amongst
grades (even into JH)
*Central Lisle location
*Cost of maintaining only one
building
*Bus routes decreased
No Responses

Concerns

Additional Questions

*Where does Wilde Field go?
*Schiesher land-what
happens?

*How/why are parking lots
separated?
*Can we build some sort of
track for gym class in the
green space between
buildings?
*Can we build more baseball
fields on SES land?
*Can we rebuild Wilde Field
LockFormer site?

*One entrance sheet
*Possible congestion
*What happens to Wilde
Field?

*Too big of school for that
area
*Takes away too much land
at JH

Additional Feedback

18

* Loss of Wilde Field
*Would increase flooding for
houses behind baseball fields
(South)
*Removes Wilde Field
*Less parking

